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Abstract

High yield and wide adaptation are principal targets of wheat breeding but are

hindered by limited knowledge on genetic basis of agronomic traits and abiotic stress

tolerances. In this study, 277 wheat accessions were phenotyped across 30 environ-

ments with non‐stress, drought‐stressed, heat‐stressed, and drought‐heat‐stressed

treatments and were subjected to genome‐wide association study using 395 681 sin-

gle nucleotide polymorphisms. We detected 295 associated loci including consistent

loci for agronomic traits across different treatments and eurytopic loci for multiple

abiotic stress tolerances. A total of 22 loci overlapped with quantitative trait loci

identified by biparental quantitative trait loci mapping. Six loci were simultaneously

associated with agronomic traits and abiotic stress tolerance, four of which fell within

selective sweep regions. Selection in Chinese wheat has increased the frequency of

superior marker alleles controlling yield‐related traits in the four loci during past

decades, which conversely diminished favourable genetic variation controlling abiotic

stress tolerance in the same loci; two promising candidate paralogous genes

colocalized with such loci, thereby providing potential targets for studying the molec-

ular mechanism of stress tolerance–productivity trade‐off. These results uncovering

promising alleles controlling agronomic traits and/or multiple abiotic stress toler-

ances, providing insights into heritable covariation between yield and abiotic stress

tolerance, will accelerate future efforts for wheat improvement.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) is one of the three major crops providing

about 19% of global dietary energy (Ray, Mueller, West, & Foley,

2013). Given the increasing demand of global food supply and fre-

quent episodes of abiotic stresses (water deficit and heat stress), pro-

ducing wheat cultivars with higher yield potential as well as drought

and heat tolerances is required (Godfray et al., 2010; Tilman, Balzer,

Hill, & Befort, 2011). Molecular breeding has been proposed to be

an effective and powerful strategy for crop improvement (Langridge

& Reynolds, 2015; Qian, Guo, Smith, & Li, 2016) but requires a better

understanding of relevant genetic architecture. Therefore, dissecting

the genetic basis of agronomic traits and responses to drought and

heat stresses is indispensable for the improvement of wheat.

Genome‐wide association study (GWAS) is a powerful tool for dis-

secting genetic basis of agronomic traits and has been successfully

applied for discovering relevant genes in rice and maize (Pace,

Gardner, Romay, Ganapathysubramanian, & Luebberstedt, 2015; Yano

et al., 2016). Because of genomic complexity and high proportion of

repetitive sequences, application of GWAS in wheat lags behind when

compared with other major crops. Most of the quantitative trait loci

(QTL) controlling agronomic traits in wheat were present as genetic

positions (Schulthess et al., 2017; Sukumaran, Reynolds, & Sansaloni,

2018). Recent advances in accurate resequencing and development

of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) array are expected to solve

this problem and revolutionize GWAS in wheat (Cui et al., 2017;

IWGSC, 2018). In addition, most of the reported QTL controlling agro-

nomic traits were identified under high‐yield potential conditions

(Mora et al., 2015; Sukumaran, Dreisigacker, Lopes, Chavez, &

Reynolds, 2015; Sun et al., 2017), and relatively few studies have

examined consistency of QTL across contrasting environments includ-

ing stress and non‐stress (NS; Pinto et al., 2010; Sukumaran et al.,

2018). Therefore, identifying stable QTL/alleles for better agronomic

performance under diverse environments is essential for dealing with

the changing climate.

Drought and heat are two major abiotic stresses constraining

global wheat production (Tricker, Elhabti, Schmidt, & Fleury, 2018)

and are more likely to occur simultaneously rather than separately at

late growth stages of wheat in semi‐arid and hot‐growing regions

(Olesen et al., 2011; Pradhan, Prasad, Fritz, Kirkham, & Gill, 2012).

Several studies found that the combination of drought and heat stress

had greater negative effect on the productivity of crops compared

with each of the different stresses applied individually (Prasad,

Pisipati, Momcilovic, & Ristic, 2011). To date, various QTL/alleles

responding to drought or heat stress were detected in wheat (Kulkarni

et al., 2017; Maulana et al., 2018), whereas studies of the genetic basis

of responses to combined drought and heat stress are rare (Liu et al.,

2019). Previous studies revealed that the responses of plants to a

combined abiotic stresses are unique and cannot be directly predicted

from the plant performance under different stresses individually

(Suzuki, Rivero, Shulaev, Blumwald, & Mittler, 2014), and most of the

transcriptome changes responding to combined heat and drought

stress differ from that under individual stressor (Sakuma et al.,
2006). Along with the increasing drought stress induced by global

warming (Dai, 2013), the identification of QTL/alleles that confer tol-

erance to drought, heat, and the dual stresses have been regarded as

one of the most important task for genetic research in wheat (Lobell,

Sibley, & Ivan Ortiz‐Monasterio, 2012; Nevo & Chen, 2010).

Both yield potential and abiotic stress tolerance are crucial for

wheat improvement, but simultaneously improving these two kinds

of traits is a great challenging for crop breeding. It is partly because

many complex traits tend to be tightly integrated or controlled by

pleiotropic genes, resulting in heritable covariation (Fang et al.,

2017). One noteworthy example is the function of the SWI2/SNF2

chromatin remodelling ATPase BRAHMA (BRM) in the balance

between growth and drought stress tolerance in Arabidopsis (Han

et al., 2012). However, knowledge of the genetic basis of trade‐off

between yield and stress tolerance is very limited in crops. Wheat cul-

tivars are mainly achieved through conventional breeding methodolo-

gies with the goal of achieving increments in yield potential and often

maintaining disease resistance. It is not clear whether the selection for

yield potential facilitates the genetic improvement for stress tolerance.

Therefore, identification and characterization of QTL/alleles regulating

the stress tolerance–productivity trade‐off are essential to further

understand the heritable covariation between high yield and yield

stability in wheat and to further enable researchers and breeders

to determine applicable selection strategies for various ecological

regions.

In this study, four wheat collections were genotyped with high‐

density wheat 660K SNP array, of which 277 wheat accessions and

150 doubled haploid lines were cultivated in the field under non‐stress

(NS), drought‐stressed (DS), heat‐stressed (HS), and drought‐heat‐

stressed (DHS) conditions and phenotyped for eight agronomic traits.

Our study aimed to (a) identify stable genetic variations controlling

agronomic traits under NS and abiotic (drought and/or heat) stress

conditions; (b) identify genetic variations underlying responses for

drought, heat and dual stresses; and (c) explore the heritable covaria-

tion between yield potential and abiotic stress tolerance, and the var-

iations caused by artificial selection.
2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Plant materials

Four wheat collections were used in this study. Collection 1 consisted

of 277 winter wheat accessions, most of whose flowering dates

occurred within 1 week; the collection contained 12 landraces, 35

advanced lines, and 230 modern cultivars, mainly planted in theYellow

and Huai River Valleys Facultative Wheat Zone and Northern Winter

Wheat Zone in China (Supporting Information Table S1); and GWAS

was applied to the collection. Collection 2 was comprised of 150 dou-

bled haploid lines, which were derived from two Chinese winter wheat

cultivars, Hanxuan 10 (a variety with drought and heat stress toler-

ance) and Lumai 14 (a variety with high yield; Liu, Li, Chang, & Jing,

2013). This collection was applied to linkage‐based QTL mapping.
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Collections 3 and 4 are derived populations, contained 102 and 87

cultivars derived from founder genotypes Xiaobaimai and Mazhamai,

two landraces originated in the Northern Winter Wheat Zone and

Yellow and Huai River Valleys Facultative Wheat Zone in China,

respectively (Supporting Information Table S2), and these two collec-

tions were employed to perform selective sweep analysis.
2.2 | Growth conditions and phenotyping

Collections 1 and 2 were planted in 30 different environments

(year × site × treatment) with NS, DS, HS, and DHS treatments

(Supporting Information Table S3). The NS treatment was thrice irri-

gated with 750 m3 ha−1: before winter, at booting and flowering

when the amount of rainfall was insufficient. The DS treatment was

represented by rainfed condition, and the rainfalls in the growing sea-

sons of different years and sites are summarized in Table S3. The HS

treatment was simultaneously irrigated with NS group, and the heat

treatment applied using thermal stress shelters, which were built

when all accessions were about 1‐week post‐anthesis, by covering

plastic film on steel frames over the trial plots (Supporting Informa-

tion Figure S1). The DHS treatment was carried out by combining

the rainfed and thermal stress treatments described above. The tem-

perature and soil water content under different environments,

together with comparative results using the t test, are shown in

Supporting Information Figure S2. Each experimental plot was 2 m

in length with four rows and a row spacing of 30 cm, with 40 seeds

per row. Field management was consistent with local practices for

wheat production. Five healthy individuals selected from the middle

of the two internal rows in each plot were used to investigate grain

yield per plant (GYP), effective spike number per plant (ESNP), spike-

let number per main spike (SNPP), grain number per main spike

(GNP), thousand kernel weight (TKW), plant height (PH), and main

spike length (SL) according to established protocols (Pask, Pietragalla,

Mullan, & Reynolds, 2012); days to flowering (DTF) was assessed as

the interval between the date of sowing and the date at which

50% of spikes per plot have extruded at least one anther. The

traits investigated under each treatment were represented by the

suffix “‐treatment” in the present study, for instance, GYP‐DS

denotes grain yield per plant under drought stress. Given the heat

stress was applied post‐anthesis, the SNPP, PH, SL, and DTF under

HS and DHS were excluded for subsequent data analyses because

that these traits have already settled at this stage.
2.3 | Statistical analysis of phenotypic data

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to test the effect of geno-

type (G), treatment (T), and combined year and site (YS) with their

interactions based on combined linear mixed model using the software

IciMapping 4.1. In addition, broad‐sense heritabilities for each trait

under different treatments was calculated across environments (years

and sites) as presented by Piepho and Moehring (2007). Best linear

unbiased predictions (BLUPs) of investigated traits under each
treatment for an individual genotype were estimated across years

and sites using lme4 package in R 3.3.0. Here, genotypes, years, and

sites were assumed as fixed factors, whereas environments, replicates,

and error terms were considered as random factors. Correlation

among the different traits was evaluated based on the Pearson corre-

lation coefficients between BLUPs using IBM SPSS 19.0. Genotype

tolerances to drought and/or heat stresses for each trait were evalu-

ated using relative value (Guo et al., 2018), represented by the suffix

“‐R” in the study, and calculated as the ratio of the BLUPs of investi-

gated traits in stress conditions to that in NS condition; for instance,

GYP‐DS‐R denotes the drought stress tolerance based on GYP, and

GNP‐HS‐R denotes the heat stress tolerance based on grain number

per spike.

2.4 | Genotyping

Genomic DNA of all accessions in the four collections was extracted

according to the protocol of Ogbonnaya et al. (2001), DNA quantity

was measured spectrophotometrically, and DNA integrity was con-

firmed on agarose gel. Genotyping was performed on the wheat

660K SNP array by Capital Bio Corporation (http://www.capitalbio.

com) using the Affymetrix GeneTitan System according to the Axiom

2.0 Assay Manual Workflow protocol. Wheat 660K SNP array

consisted of 630 517 SNPs developed from the transcriptome and

genome sequencing. Allele calling was carried out using the

Affymetrix proprietary software according to Axiom Best Practices

Genotyping Workflow. The physical locations of SNPs were

identified based on the IWGSC wheat genome sequence (IWGSC

RefSeq v1.0).

2.5 | Genome‐wide association study (GWAS)

After removing nucleotide variations with missing rates ≥20% and

minor allele frequency (<0.05), 395 681 SNPs were used for GWAS

in the present study. The population structure of the Collection 1

was analysed using software STRUCTURE 2.3.4. Principal component

analysis was performed using GCTA software. Linkage disequilibrium

(LD) was estimated as the squared allele frequency correlation using

−r2 command in the software PLINK 1.9. LD decay graph was

plotted according to LD of SNP pairs within 100 kb, and step size

was set to 50 kb. Two GWAS methods, that is, single‐locus and

multilocus analysis, were used to detect the marker–trait associa-

tions. We performed single‐locus analysis using TASSEL 5.0 based

on general linear model (GLM) and mixed linear model (MLM) as

follows:

YGLM ¼ Xαþ Qβþ e;

YMLM ¼ Xαþ Qβþ Kμþ e;

where Y is the vector of phenotype, X is the vector of marker geno-

types; Q is the principal components matrix (represented by the first

five principal components); K is the relative kinship matrix; α, β, and μ

http://www.capitalbio.com
http://www.capitalbio.com
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are the corresponding effects; and e is a matrix of residual effects. X

and Q matrix were fitted as fixed effects, and K and e matrix were

fitted as random effects. In addition, to correct the confounding

effects of causal loci, a multilocus GWAS based on fixed and random

model Circulating Probability Unification (FarmCPU) was also con-

ducted in the present study, which allows a fixed effect model and

a random effect model to perform iteratively to improve statistical

power and computational efficiency (Liu, Huang, Fan, Buckler, &

Zhang, 2016). Given the non‐independence of SNPs due to LD, a

modified Bonferroni correction described by Li, Yeung, Cherny, and

Sham (2012) was used to determine the genome‐wide significance

thresholds (p < 1.88 × 10−5) of the GWAS. Haplotype blocks were

determined base on the interpretation of the block definition

suggested by Gabriel et al. (2002) using Plink 1.9.
2.6 | Biparental QTL mapping

By screening polymorphic markers with low missing rate (≤20%), a

total of 114 545 SNPs were available for Collection 2; together with

224 SSR markers mapped previously by Hao et al. (2003), a linkage

map, which is 4082.4 centimorgans in length and contains 1854 bins

with 2.2 cM per bin on average, was constructed using JoinMap 4.0

(Supporting Information Table S4). Detection of QTL was performed

by the inclusive composite interval mapping method (Li, Ribaut, Li, &

Wang, 2008) using the software IciMapping 4.1 with a 0.1‐cM walking

speed, and the LOD threshold was set to 2.5 based on the results of

1000 permutations.
2.7 | Bioinformatics analysis

Reported QTL were retrieved from PubMed database; the physical

location of these QTL was obtained from URGI database. Putative

genes near to significant SNPs in haplotype blocks were obtained

according to IWGSC RefSeq v1.1 annotation, and the gene expres-

sion data of candidate genes were downloaded from the Wheat

Expression Browser. F ‐statistics ( F ST) is an index of population

differentiation based on genetic polymorphism; the F ST between

accession groups of different eras or generations in Collections 1,

3, and 4 were evaluated using a 100‐kb sliding window with 50‐kb

steps; and genomic regions with top 5% F ST were defined as

potential selective sweeps.
3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Variations of agronomic traits between
experiments depended on temperature and soil
moisture.

ANOVA was performed to divide the variation in genotype (G), treat-

ment (T), and combined year and site (YS) components and their inter-

actions (Supporting Information Table S5). The variation in agronomic

traits differed significantly between genotypes (G; p < .01), treatments
(except SNPP; T; p < .01), and combined years and locations (except

TKW; YS; p < .01). Further, the agronomic traits except ESNP and

DTF of each genotype responded differently to combined years and

sites (G × YS; p < .01). GYP was moderately heritable with broad‐sense

heritability (H2) of 0.58, 0.55, 0.54, and 0.48 under NS, DS, HS, and

DHS, respectively, and other agronomic traits except ESNP under

DHS (0.45) had higher heritabilities than GYP. The range of phenotypic

variation differed among traits; the highest coefficient of variation (CV)

was observed for PH‐NS (20.1%), followed by PH‐DS (19.6%); and the

lowest coefficient of variation was observed for DTF‐NS (1.3%),

followed by DTF‐DS (1.4%). More descriptive statistics of the investi-

gated traits are summarized in Supporting Information Table S6. The

agronomic traits showed significant differences in NS and stress con-

ditions except for SNPP (Figure 1). In addition, the average BLUPs of

GYP and ESNP under DS are significant higher than that of HS,

whereas the average BLUP of GNP‐DS is significantly lower than that

of GNP‐HS; none significant difference was observed between TKW‐

HS and TKW‐DS. These results suggest that drought stress repre-

sented by rainfed condition in the present study has more negative

influence on the seed formation of main spikes compared with termi-

nal heat stress, and the latter may limit the development of young

spikes in a greater degree than the former, leading to lower ESNP

and GYP. The lowest BLUPs of agronomic traits were observed under

DHS, indicating that the greatest reduction of yield is driven by

combined drought and heat stress.
3.2 | Phenotypic trait correlations

Significant correlations were observed among the same trait under dif-

ferent treatments (Figure 2). GYP was positively correlated (p < .01)

with GNP and TKW but was negatively correlated (p < .01) with ESNP

and PH across treatments; non‐significant (p > .01) correlations of

GYP were found with SNPP and SL. We also observed that GYP‐HS

and GYP‐DHS were negatively correlated (p < .01) with DTF, suggest-

ing that earlier initiation of grain‐filling is beneficial in reducing the

losses of grain yield caused by heat stress at later growth periods. In

addition, ESNP and PH was positively correlated (p < .01), but both

of them were negatively correlated (p < .01) with GNP, TKW, and

SNPP across treatments, which suggest the trade‐off between vegeta-

tive and reproductive growth.
3.3 | Population structure, LD, and haplotype block
analysis

Based on the STRUCTURE algorithm, the second‐order likelihood (Δk)

was calculated and showed a peak value when the given k (the number

of subpopulations based on the model) is two (Figure 3a). Accordingly,

the best possible numbers of subpopulations was considered as two.

Furthermore, the results of principal component and neighbour‐joining

tree analysis displayed a similar pattern of relationships among the

277 accessions estimated by STRUCTURE (Figures 3b and 3c). LD

(indicated by r2) dropped to 0.5 at 450 kb for whole genome



FIGURE 1 Boxplots of the best linear unbiased predictions of the agronomic traits of 277 accessions in Collection 1. DHS: drought‐heat‐
stressed; DS: drought‐stressed; DTF: day to flowering; ESNP: effective spikes number per plant; GNP: grain number per main spike; GYP: grain
yield per plant; HS: heat‐stressed; NS: non‐stress; PH: plant height; SL: main spike length; SNPP: spikelet number per main spike; TKW: thousand
kernel weight. Different letters indicate statistically significant differences at the level of p < .01
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(Figure 3d) but with variations among different sub‐genomes. The LD

extent in D genome was 250 kb, similar to that of A genome (350 kb),

but smaller than B genome (850 kb). Further, we performed haplotype

block analysis using 1000 kb as maximum limitation, and a total of

24 103 haplotype blocks were detected on the whole genome; the

highest number of haplotype block was detected on A genome

(8808), followed by B genome (9508) and D genome (5787). In

addition, 89.2% (353 120/395 682) of the SNPs were involved in

these haplotype blocks, indicating broad block coverage (Supporting

Information Table S7).
3.4 | GWAS revealed consistent marker–trait
associations for agronomic traits

The single‐locus GWAS based on GLM and MLM and multilocus

GWAS based on FarmCPU were conducted to detect the marker–trait

associations for agronomic traits under different treatments. Given the

trade‐off between dismissing false positives and accepting false nega-

tives (Wen et al., 2018), the SNPs, which exceeded the significant

threshold (p < 1.88 × 10−5) in at least two models, were regarded as

associated SNP in the present study, and the peak SNPs (SNP with

minimum p‐value) for each loci were defined as candidate SNP (cSNP).

In total, 189 cSNPs were identified for agronomic traits. To be specific,

109, 69, 22, and 26 cSNPs were identified under NS, DS, HS, and

DHS, respectively (Supporting Information Table S8). Individually, 34

cSNPs were identified for GYP, the highest number of GYP‐associated

cSNPs was identified under NS (19), followed by DHS (8), HS (7), and
DS (4); one cSNP (AX‐94964288) on chromosome 2B associated with

both GYP‐NS and GYP‐DS. Moreover, a GYP‐NS‐associated cSNP

(AX‐89577787) and a GYP‐DS‐associated cSNP (AX‐110534358)

located on the same haplotype block (6D, 469047793‐

469170884 bp), the LD (denoted by r2) between these two cSNPs

was 0.892. For ESNP, 6, 8, 3, and 3 cSNPs were identified under NS,

DS, HS, and DHS, respectively, but no cSNP was simultaneously iden-

tified under different environments. For TKW, 6, 7, 5, and 4 cSNPs

were identified under NS, DS, HS, and DHS, respectively, and three

cSNPs (AX‐110519021, AX‐110931848, and AX‐109330285) on

chromosome 2A, 5A, and 6B simultaneously associated with TKW

under NS and DS, of which AX‐109330285 was also associated with

TKW under HS and DHS, suggesting a consistent effect on TKW

under multiple environments. For GNP, 38, 8, 7, and 11 cSNPs were

identified under NS, DS, HS, and DHS, respectively. Five cSNPs

(AX‐108935266, AX‐94855510, AX‐89438414, AX‐109938230, and

AX‐94964288) on chromosome 1A, 2B, 3D, 4A, and 4B associated

with both GNP‐NS and GNP‐DS, of which AX‐94964288 was also

associated with GNP‐DHS, remarkably, AX‐108935266 associated

with GNP under four treatment conditions. Moreover, AX‐94964288

was simultaneously associated with GYP‐NS and GYP‐DS as men-

tioned above, suggesting that the causal gene indicated by this cSNP

may control GNP, hence affect the GYP. For GNPP, PH, SL, and

DTF, 7, 8, 6, and 20 cSNPs were identified under NS, and 7, 8, 5,

and 23 cSNPs were identified under DS, and 3, 5, 3, and 11 cSNPs

separately associated with GNPP, PH, SL, and DTF were identified

under both NS and DS. More information of the consistent cSNPs is

summarized in Figure 4.



FIGURE 2 Heat map of the correlations between the best linear unbiased predictions of the agronomic traits. DHS: drought‐heat‐stressed; DS:
drought‐stressed; DTF: day to flowering; ESNP: effective spikes number per plant; GNP: grain number per main spike; GYP: grain yield per plant;
HS: heat‐stressed; NS: non‐stress; PH: plant height; SL: main spike length; SNPP: spikelet number per main spike, TKW: thousand kernel weight
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3.5 | GWAS revealed marker–trait associations for
drought and/or heat stress tolerance

A total of 65, 27, and 30 cSNPs were identified for trait‐DS‐R

(representing drought stress tolerance), trait‐HS‐R (representing heat

stress tolerance), and trait‐DHS‐R (representing dual stress tolerance),

respectively. To be specific, 20, 14, and 19 cSNPs were identified for

GYP‐DS‐R, GYP‐HS‐R, and GYP‐DHS‐R, respectively. Among which,

AX‐111496721 on chromosome 2B was simultaneously associated

with GYP‐DS‐R and GYP‐DHS‐R, and a GYP‐HS‐R‐associated cSNP

(AX‐109446428) located on the same haplotype block (6B,

189131057–189527778) with a GYP‐DHS‐R‐associated cSNP (AX‐

109505217); the LD between these two cSNPs was 0.955. Moreover,

AX‐94814333 (6A) and AX‐111021045 (6B) were associated with

multiple stress tolerances (GYP‐DS‐R, GYP‐HS‐R, and GYP‐DHS‐R).

Eight, eight, and three cSNPs were associated with GNP‐DS‐R, GNP‐

HS‐R, and GNP‐DHS‐R, respectively. A GNP‐DS‐R‐associated cSNP

(AX‐110622619) and a GNP‐HS‐R‐associated cSNP (AX‐109329620)

co‐located on the same haplotype block (5B, 686049751–

686895826), whereas no significant associated SNPs were detected

for GNP‐DHS‐R in this haplotype block, suggested that genetic dissec-

tion of combined heat and drought stress tolerance cannot be per-

formed directly by studying plant response when heat and drought
stresses were applied separately. Three, two, and six cSNPs were

identified for TKW‐DS‐R, TKW‐HS‐R, and TKW‐DHS‐R, respectively.

Among which, AX‐111160431 was simultaneously associated with

TKW‐DS‐R, TKW‐HS‐R, and TKW‐DHS‐R. Furthermore, AX‐

109259942, which associated with TKW‐DS‐R and TKW‐HS‐R,

located on haplotype block (2D, 649592783–649782622), also

harboured a TKW‐DHS‐R‐associated cSNP (AX‐109497315). In addi-

tion, 5, 26, and 1 cSNPs were identified for GNPP‐DS‐R, PH‐DS‐R,

and SL‐DS‐R, respectively. More information of the cSNPs were sum-

marized in Figure 4 and Table S8. Noteworthy, we also observed six

loci on chromosomes 4A, 5B, 6A, 6B, and 6D simultaneously associ-

ated with abiotic stress tolerances and corresponding agronomic traits

under NS. For example, AX‐94814333, which is the common cSNP for

GYP‐DS‐R, GYP‐HS‐R, and GYP‐DHS‐R, simultaneously associated

with GYP‐NS (1.26 × 10−5); and a GNP‐DHS‐R‐associated cSNP

(AX‐109857541) significantly associated with GNP‐NS (1.26 × 10−7),

located on the same haplotype block (4A, 681177122–

681659340 bp) with GNP‐NS‐associated cSNP (AX‐94433908). How-

ever, the allelic effect of these SNPs showed clear inversion of effects

for abiotic stress tolerance and corresponding agronomic traits under

NS (Supporting Information Table S8). For example, AX‐94814333

had positive effect on GYP‐DS‐R (0.04), GYP‐HS‐R (0.08), and GYP‐

DHS‐R (0.02), but negative effect on GYP‐NS (−0.28 g), suggesting a



FIGURE 3 Analysis of the population structure and linkage disequilibrium decay of Collection 1 consisted of 277 accessions. (a) Plot of Δk
against putative k ranging from 2 to 15. (b) Plot of first principle component (PC1) against second principle component (PC2). (c) Neighbour‐
joining phylogenetic tree, colour‐coded from the STRUCTURE results. (d) Linkage disequilibrium decay for the whole genome and sub‐genomes
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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heritable covariation between yield potential and abiotic stress

tolerances.
3.6 | Validation of GWAS signals

To further validate the reliability of the GWAS results, we phenotyped

150 DH lines under 10 environments and performed QTL mapping

analyses. A total of 135 and 46 QTL for agronomic traits and stress

tolerance were identified, respectively (Supporting Information Table

S9), and further projected into wheat reference genome (IWGSC

RefSeq v1.0) according to the physical locations of flanking SNP

markers. Strikingly, we identified cSNP‐harboured QTL for each of

the agronomic traits by comparing the results of linkage mapping

and GWAS (Supporting Information Table S10). Moreover, some of

the QTL and co‐localized cSNPs were associated with multiple traits.

For example, AX‐94964288, which was associated with GNP‐NS,

GNP‐DS, GNP‐DHS, GYP‐NS, and GYP‐DS in GWAS, fell within

QTL that related to GNP and GYP under both NS and DS. In addition,

we also observed that a QTL on chromosome 2D was simultaneously

related to SL and PH under both NS and DS; GWAS revealed that this
QTL harboured a SL‐associated cSNP (AX‐108991361) and a PH‐

associated cSNP (AX‐110276364); these two cSNPs are physically

near (1.6 Mb) but not linked genetically (r2 = 0.07; Figures 5a and

5b). Based on the variation of the two cSNPs, four haplotypes were

identified in the germplasm population, that is, Collection 1. We

observed that the PH and SL of Hap4 were significantly higher (longer)

than that of accessions with Hap2 and Hap3, and much higher (longer)

than that of accessions with Hap1 (Figure 5c), indicating that the

alleles of these two cSNPs have additive effects on PH and SL. These

results suggested that the causal genes controlling PH and SL on this

QTL may not be single and further reflects higher resolution of GWAS

in terms of genetic dissection compared with linkage mapping. Given

the limited genetic diversity of biparental mapping population, previ-

ously reported QTL were also retrieved from the PubMed database;

the physical location of these QTL were obtained from URGI data-

bases and compared with our GWAS results. We found 23 cSNPs

identified in the present study co‐localized with recently reported

QTL for the same traits (Supporting Information Table S8). For

instance, GNP‐NS‐associated cSNP (AX‐111073964) fell within a

reported QTL (QGns.cau‐2B.4) controlling GNP (Guan et al., 2018).

Moreover, our results showed that some of the QTL for agronomic

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com


FIGURE 4 Consistent candidate SNPs for agronomic traits and abiotic stress tolerances. The dashed boxes indicate shared haplotype blocks
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traits under NS condition may also be effective under stressed

environments. For example, IACX987 controlling TKW under NS con-

dition (Ma, Xu, Ma, Li, & An, 2018) co‐localized with a cSNP (AX‐

110931848) controlling TKW under both NS and DS. These results

suggest that the cSNPs identified in the present study are reliable

and enriched the information of reported QTL.
3.7 | Haplotype blocks contain candidate genes
controlling agronomic traits and/or stress tolerance

In total, 69.4% (206/295) of cSNPs identified in the present study fell

within haplotype blocks (Supporting Information Table S8). We

observed the Green Revolution dwarf gene Rht‐D1 located on a hap-

lotype block (4D, 17613616–18539635 bp), which harboured the

PH‐associated cSNP (AX‐109665328), suggesting that predicting and

annotating candidate genes on cSNP‐harbored haplotype blocks could

be an effective method to identify causal genes. Therefore, the puta-

tive candidate genes in each cSNP‐harboured haplotype block were

annotated and candidate genes were identified. The WRKY superfam-

ily of transcription factors was reported to be involved in abiotic stress

responses in wheat (Okay, Derelli, & Unver, 2014). We also noticed

that three WRKY genes (TaWRKY8, TaWRKY45, and TaWRKY70) were

co‐located on haplotype blocks with cSNPs. Also noteworthy,

TaWRKY8 located on the same haplotype block (6D, 104061501–

104986040) with AX‐94471201, which was also associated with

GYP‐DS‐R (3.41 × 10−5), GYP‐HS‐R (2.5 × 10−3), and GYP‐DHS‐R

(3.48 × 10−6), suggesting that TaWRKY8 may confer multiple abiotic

stress tolerances. In addition, we also found that two haplotype blocks
on chromosome 6A and 6D harboured AX‐94814333 and AX‐

111021045, respectively, which were simultaneously associated with

abiotic stress tolerance and GYP‐NS. Interestingly, only two

(TraesCS6A02G124100 and TraesCS6A02G124200) and one

(TraesCS6D02G114400) genes were predicted in these two haplotype

blocks, separately (Supporting Information Figure S3). Amongst,

TraesCS6A02G124100 and TraesCS6D02G114400 are paralogous

genes, which were annotated as putative ternary complex factor

MIP1‐like. Rice MIP1 (MOC1 interacting protein) exhibits pleiotropic

phenotypes including enhanced tillering and yield (Sun et al., 2010),

whereas the function of its wheat homolog was unknown. Moreover,

we observed that the expression of TraesCS6A02G124100 and

TraesCS6D02G114400 decreased after DS, HS, and DHS treatments

in wheat on the basis of RNA‐Seq expression data from Wheat

Expression Browser (http://www.wheat‐expression.com/).
3.8 | Selective sweep analysis

Three genetic populations including 277 germplasm population

(Collection 1), Xiaobaimai‐derived population (Collection 3), and

Mazhamai‐derived population (Collection 4) were used to perform

selective sweep analysis. For Collection 1, F ST was calculated by con-

trasting cultivars released before 1970 and after 2000 (Supporting

Information Table S1); for Collections 3 and 4, F ST was calculated by

contrasting cultivars of the first five derived generations and other

derived generations (Supporting InformationTable S2). Here, differen-

tiated genomic regions with exceptionally large F ST values (top 5%)

were defined as selective sweep regions. For agronomic traits, 58

http://www.wheat-expression.com/


FIGURE 5 Co‐localization of consistent candidate SNPs (cSNPs) and quantitative trait loci for PH and SL. (a) Linkage mapping for PH and SL on
chromosome 2D. (b) Local Manhattan plot (top) and linkage disequilibrium heatmap (bottom) surrounding the cSNPs for PH and SL on
chromosome 2D. The dotted arrows indicate the position of cSNPs (AX‐108991361 and AX‐110276364). (c) Boxplots for PH and SL based on the
haplotypes (Hap), which formed by the variation of the marker allele in AX‐108991361 and AX‐110276364. Different letters indicate statistically
significant differences at the level of p < .01. PH: plant height; SL: main spike length [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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cSNPs fell within selective sweep regions for at least one collection,

accounted for 30.7% (58/189) of the total cSNPs, suggesting that

some of the favourable genetic variations in cSNPs were artificially

selected in wheat breeding. However, only 23 cSNPs simultaneously

fell within selective sweep region for two or three collections, among

which 12 cSNPs were environment‐specific cSNPs, accounting for

7.6% (12/157) of the total environment‐specific cSNPs. Eleven cSNPs

were consistent cSNPs (cSNPs associated with agronomic traits under

different treatments), accounting for 34.3% (11/32) of the total con-

sistent cSNPs suggesting that the favourable variations of consistent

cSNPs are more likely to be selected in different breeding process

when compared with that of environment specific cSNPs. For abiotic

stress tolerances, only 10 cSNPs fell within selective sweep regions

in at least one population; moreover, four of the cSNPs, that is, AX‐

111021045, AX‐94814333, AX‐109329620, and AX‐110631132,

simultaneously related to agronomic traits with adverse allelic effect.

To be specific, AX‐111021045 and AX‐94814333 are the common

cSNPs for GYP‐NS, GYP‐DS‐R, GYP‐HS‐R, and GYP‐DHS‐R, which

were mentioned above that co‐located with putative MIP1‐like genes

on 6A and 6D, and AX‐109329620 is the common cSNP for GNP‐NS

and GNP‐HS‐R. We observed that the frequency of superior marker

alleles (SMAs) for GYP‐NS or GNP‐NS increased sharply along with

the decade or derived generation (Figure 6a); accordingly, another

allele‐type conferring high stress tolerance decreased. Furthermore,

AX‐110631132 is the cSNP for GYP‐DHS‐R and co‐located on a hap-

lotype block (6B, 156269992–15627421 bp) with GYP‐NS‐associated

cSNP (AX‐110911679); in total, three SNPs exceed the threshold

value in the haplotype block (Figure 6b). Based on the variations of
the three SNPs, two haplotypes (Hap1 and Hap2) were identified

due to the close linkage among the three SNPs. Hap1 presented high

YP‐DHS‐R but low GYP‐NS, whereas Hap2 exhibited low YP‐DHS‐R

but high GYP‐NS (Figure 6c). We also observed that the frequency

of Hap1 decreased along with breeding process, whereas Hap2

increased (Figure 6d). What is more, the variational pattern of alleles

or haplotypes is consistent with the chronological variation of agro-

nomic traits and stress tolerances. For instance, the average GYP‐NS

gradually increase from 9.8 g for cultivars released before 1970 to

11.0 g for cultivars released after 2000, whereas the average GYP‐

DS‐R, GYP‐HS‐R, and GYP‐DHS‐R gradually decrease from 0.87,

0.84, and 0.68 for cultivars released before 1970 to 0.83, 0.80, and

0.64 for cultivars released after 2000, separately (Supporting Informa-

tion Figure S4).
4 | DISCUSSION

Wheat plays a crucial role in sustaining food security but greatly

threatened by drought and heat stresses worldwide. To gain insights

about genetic architecture and candidate genes underlying high yield

and wide adaptation of wheat, we investigated the genotypic vari-

ability for drought and heat‐responsive agronomic traits under multi-

ple environments and conducted GWAS and linkage mapping using

high‐density wheat 660K SNP array. To the best of our knowledge,

several findings of this study are novel. Firstly, 295 associated loci

including consistent loci for agronomic traits across different environ-

ments and eurytopic loci for drought and heat stress tolerances were

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com


FIGURE 6 Trends of genetic variations of alleles or haplotypes (Hap) for tolerance‐production trade‐off along with decade or derived generation.
(a) The frequency of superior marker allele (SMA) for grain yield per plant‐non‐stress (GYP‐NS; AX‐111021045 and AX‐94814333) or grain
number per main spike‐non‐stress (GNP‐NS; AX‐109329620) increased along with decade or derived generation. (b) Local Manhattan plot (top)
and linkage disequilibrium heatmap (bottom) surrounding the consistent candidate SNPs for GYP‐NS (AX‐110911679) and GYP‐DHS‐R (AX‐
110631132) on chromosome 6B. (c) Boxplots for GYP‐NS and GYP‐DHS‐R based on the haplotypes (Hap), which formed by the variation of the
marker allele in AX‐110911679, AX‐110631132, and AX‐110955255; different letters indicate statistically significant differences at the level of
p < .01. (d) The percentage of accessions with different haplotypes for different eras or derived generations. Collection 1: 277 germplasm
population; Collection 3: Xiaobaimai derivatives; Collection 4: Mazhamai derivatives [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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identified and anchored on newly released wheat reference genome

with exact physical locations, and cSNP‐harboured QTL for each of

the agronomic traits were identified by comparing the results of link-

age mapping and GWAS; these information further clarified the

genomic regions controlling yield‐related agronomic traits and com-

bined drought, and heat stress tolerance in wheat will be of great

value for scientists and breeders to discover functional genes and

realize molecular breeding in times of unexpected climatic fluctua-

tions. Secondly, selective sweep analysis showed that the gradual
loss of advantageous variations for abiotic stress tolerances due

to preferential selection for yield potential may be a common

phenomenon in current wheat breeding. More importantly, two

promising candidate paralogous genes TraesCS6A02G124100 and

TraesCS6D02G114400 controlling GYP and multiple stress tolerance

also open up an interesting and novel field of investigation on the

mechanisms underlying the stress tolerance–productivity trade‐off

in wheat. These key findings from our study are further discussed

below.

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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4.1 | Preparatory works to perform GWAS for
drought and heat stress tolerances in wheat

It is often difficult to perform GWAS for drought and heat stress tol-

erances at later growth periods owing to two major reasons. The first

is that diversity panels of crop species often have diverse phenology,

whose flowering time in the field likely varies by a long duration

(Kadam, Struik, Rebolledo, Yin, & Jagadish, 2018; Pinto et al., 2010).

Although statistical adjustment was used to address this problem

(Sukumaran et al., 2018), it must be noted that the confounding effect

of flowering time may not be completely controlled, and the artificial

adjustment of phenotypic value may decrease the validity of GWAS

results. Therefore, based on previous records, we selected 277 acces-

sions (Collection 1) with similar phenology for GWAS, most of whose

flowering dates occurred within 1 week. The second difficulty is

implementing heat stress under field condition; staggered sowing is

an effective strategy widely used in previous studies (Guan et al.,

2018), but it may have confounding effects on other factors, such as

illumination intensity and rainfall cross the whole growth period. To

deal with this issue, we installed large‐scale steel frames over the trail

plots before sowing and aggravated terminal heat stress by covering

the steel frames with transparent plastic film 1‐week post‐anthesis.

Moreover, we planted guard rows around each trail plot to decrease

border effects. Although these strategies still have some disadvan-

tages, for example, air humidity inside the shed increased about 10

to 20% due to the poor ventilation conditions, our results indicate

value for simulating heat studies.
4.2 | Wheat should be studied under combined
drought and heat stress to improve dual tolerance

Drought and heat are considered the two major abiotic stresses

constraining global wheat production (Barnabas, Jaeger, & Feher,

2008). Although wheat responses to drought and heat stresses are

complex and share some common mechanisms, the combination of

drought and heat has an additive negative impact on wheat growth

and development; for example, drought or heat alone reduce leaf chlo-

rophyll content by 9% or 27% and combined drought and heat stress

decreases leaf chlorophyll content by 49% (Awasthi et al., 2014). Con-

sistently, the lowest BLUPs of all agronomic traits were observed

under DHS in our study. It is possibly because the combined drought

and heat stress alter plant metabolism in novel ways compared with

single stresses (Zandalinas, Mittler, Balfagon, Arbona, & Gomez‐

Cadenas, 2018). Arabidopsis, subjected to combined drought and heat

stress, revealed a new pattern of stress tolerance, as well as 454 tran-

scripts, which were specifically expressed when the dual stress

occurred (Rizhsky et al., 2004). However, very little is known about

the specific molecular mechanisms underlying crop tolerance to the

combined heat and drought stress (Tricker et al., 2018). Our study

identified numerous allelic variations specifically controlling drought

tolerance or heat tolerance while not associated with combined

drought and heat tolerance and vice versa, suggesting that wheat
should be studied under combined stress to improve dual tolerance.

Moreover, the allelic variations controlling tolerance to combined

drought and heat stress detected in our study may be valuable in crop

research, helping discovery of functional genes and in developing cul-

tivars with resilience to future climate change scenarios.
4.3 | Consistent marker–trait associations

Many agronomic traits are complex quantitative characteristics

affected by environment; we observed that most of the marker–trait

associations were specific to NS or stress conditions, as observed in

previous studies (Kadam et al., 2018), suggesting that environment

specificity is likely to be a common characteristic of QTL. Neverthe-

less, we also observed consistent marker–trait associations, and some

of them were also detected by biparental QTL mapping. Moreover,

some reported QTL identified in different populations overlapped with

the current results. For instance, a QTL controlling PH and SL were

identified by GWAS and biparental QTL mapping in the present study

(Figures 5a and 5b). This QTL co‐located with a QTL that was reported

in a F2:3 population derived from the cross of H164 × Sumai3, of

which H164 was a dwarf and compact spike mutant obtained from

Sumai3 treated with ethyl methane sulfonate (Gao, 2009). Moreover,

according to the results of LD and haplotype analysis, we speculate

that more than one causal gene may be controlling PH and SL on this

QTL. These results indicated that our GWAS results are reliable and

contained supplementary information for the reported QTL; the

consistent marker–trait associations will accelerate molecular breeding

in wheat.
4.4 | Promising candidate genes for stress
tolerance–productivity trade‐off in wheat

Better understanding of trade‐off between productivity or yield

potential and abiotic stress tolerance is essential for crop improve-

ment. Relevant molecular mechanisms have been revealed in

Arabidopsis (Han et al., 2012), but seldom in studies for major

crops. We detected two putative MIP1‐like genes, that is,

TraesCS6A02G124100 (6A) and TraesCS6D02G114400 (6D), near

cSNPs within the haplotype blocks for GYP‐NS and abiotic stress tol-

erances (Supporting Information Figure S3). In rice, MIP1 interacted

with MONOCULM1 (MOC1, a major gene controlling the formation

of tiller buds), and the overexpression of MIP1 resulted in enhanced

tillering and grain yield (Sun et al., 2010). Therefore, we hypothesized

that TraesCS6A02G124100 and TraesCS6D02G114400 may similarly

enhanced grain yield in wheat. Furthermore, RNA sequencing

indicated that the expression of TraesCS6A02G124100 and

TraesCS6D02G114400 both decreased after DS, HS, and DHS

treatments. Therefore, further studies using molecular biology

methods on these genes could help to explain the molecular

mechanism of the trade‐off between yield potential and abiotic stress

tolerance in crops.
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4.5 | Current wheat breeding pattern should be
optimized for sustainable agriculture in China

Chinese agriculture has intensified over the decades with large inputs

of resources, that is, water and fertilizers, and improving yield poten-

tial is a major objective for breeders (Guo et al., 2010). Our results

suggest that the genetic variation controlling yield‐related traits

under NS condition are more likely to be selected in breeding

(Supporting Information Table S8). However, strong selection for

genetic variation controlling yield‐related traits may diminish genetic

variation for traits influencing stress tolerance due to heritable

covariation (Voss‐Fels et al., 2017). Here, we identified six loci

simultaneously associated with yield‐related traits and abiotic stress

tolerances; four of them fell within selective sweep regions. The fre-

quency of SMA for yield‐related traits in the four loci increased in

three different populations along with decade or generation, whereas

decreased for SMA controlling abiotic stress tolerance. These results

suggest that the gradual loss of advantageous variation for abiotic

stress tolerances due to preferential selection for yield potential

may be a common phenomenon in current wheat breeding. There-

fore, this breeding pattern should be revised by conscious selection

for sustainable yields across a wider range of likely climate variation.

Strategic molecular breeding is a promising strategy to address multi-

ple selection criteria (Zhang, Massel, Godwin, & Gao, 2018) but

requires sufficient information about stable genetic variation and

further understanding trait covariation and interaction. In conclusion,

the results of present study are timely in terms of developing

efficient molecular markers and dissection of the functions of

relevant genes.
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